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To all, whom it. Hay concern: 
Beit known that I, ISAAC. A. CAN FIELD, 

of Middletown, in the county of Middlesex 
and State of Connecticut, have invented cer 

5tain new and useful Improvements in Dress 
Shields, (for which I have obtained a patent 
in Great Britain, No. 2,307, bearing date May 
26, 1881;) and I do hereby declare the foll 
lowing to be a full, clear, and exact descrip 

Io tion of the invention, such as will enable 
others skilled in the art to which it apper 
tains to make and use the Same. 
My invention relates to an improvement in 

dress-shields. 
15 Hitherto dress-shields have been construct 

ed with a textile fabric on one or both sides, 
and the inner and outer flaps united by a 
flat seam or two pieces of textile fabric each 
formed into the shape of a completed shield, 

2O and one or both provided with a prepara 
tion of adhesive material, have been pressed 
together to form a shield. The seam is ob 
jectionable, be it ever so flat, as the close 
fitting dress will cause it to press unevenly 

25 upon the flesh and produce a disagreeable 
sensation, and the two layers of fabric stuck 
together are clumsy, are apt to get out of shape, 
and liable to fail in effectually stopping the 
transmission of moisture. 

3o The object of my present invention is to 
provide a seamless dress-shield which shall 
have a soft textile fabric on both sides, and 
which shall be pliable, impervious to moist 
ure, not liable to get out of shape, durable, and 

35 inexpensive; and with these ends in view 
my invention ConsistS in a Seamless dress 
shield consisting of a sheet or layer of rub 
ber faced with a Soft textile fabric on both 
sides and shaped to conform to the curve of 

4o the dress beneath the arm-pit. 
In the accompanying drawings, Figure 1 

is a view of the shield, and Fig. 2 is a view 
of the Stock from which the shield is manu 
factured. 

45 The stock for making the dress-shield con 
sists of a central layer of thin rubber, con 
taining enough sulphur and lead to permit 
Subsequent Vulcanization, faced upon both 
sides with a textile or other Suitable fabric. 

For the outsidelayers the article known to the 5O 
trade as “stockinet’ is preferably used; but 
it is obvious that a knitted fabric, a felted fab 
ric, or possibly a paper fabric would answer, 
and there may be other fabrics suited to the pur 
pose. The outer layers of cloth or the like 55 
are caused to adhere to the central layer of 
rubber by heat and pressure. The Stock, When 
the component layers are thus arranged, Con 
sists of a water-proof material suitably faced 
on both sides with a textile fabric, as shown 6o 
in Fig. 2. The facings act as an absorbent of 
the perspiration instead of shedding it. The 
stock thus constituted is cut by hand or other 
wise, preferably by a suitable press, into pieces 
of a size suitable to the production of the 65 
dress - shield. The pieces are then pressed 
into form between two dies, and by means of 
heat the rubber is partially vulcanized, and 
the shape thereby set. The formed blanks 
are then placed upon forms and subjected to 7O 
further vulcanization to complete the set of 
the shape. They are then removed to another 
form, trimmed and bound or scalloped, as may 
be required. 

I make no claim in the present application 75 
to the process of manufacturing the shield, 
the same forming the subject-matter of a sepa 
rate application filed of even date here with 
and numbered 155,202; but, 
Having fully described my invention, what I 8O 

claim as new, and desire to secure by Letters 
Patent, is 
As a new article of manufacture, a seamless 

dress-shield, consisting, essentially, of a central 
layer of thin rubber and seamless sheets or 85 
layers of soft fabric on both sides of the rub 
ber, the outer layers or sheets of soft fabric 
being united to the inner layer of rubber 
throughout the entire surface of the latter, and 
the whole shaped to conform to the curve of go 
the dress beneath the armpit. 
In testimony whereof I have signed this 

specification in the presence of two subscribing 
Witnesses. 

ISAAC A. CANFIELD. 
Witnesses: 

L. M. SLADE, 
RATCLIFFE HICKS, 


